RGB + White Dimmable LED 12W Light

This RGB + White Dimmable LED Flood Light has been designed as a two in one light – bright rich color when you want it, and white light when you need it. The color changing comes from the built in RGB color, which creates beautiful single and blended colors. The white color is Pure White, for the brightest and easiest to work in color.

4 Colors in 1 LED
The three LED’s in the RGBW Light contains four different colors in each LED. By keeping all the colors together, more precise high quality colors are created, and a more compact and efficient shape is made possible. Compared to traditional RGB flood washers the Beamer is even brighter as the colors are together in the same LED, instead of separate in multiple LED’s.

Find the Perfect Color
When connected to an RGB-W controller, over 65,000 different colors are possible. The variety of colors will enhance any architectural project. The energy efficient LED’s are long lasting and run on low 24V power.

Multi-Adjustable
The head of the Beamer RGBW landscaping light rotates 330 degrees to ensure the exact lighting direction is achieved. The rugged design has a waterproof rating of IP65 and is fully powder coated to resist the harshest outdoor conditions. The matte black finish easily blends in with natural surroundings and can be mounted to a variety of hard surfaces.

Main Product Features:
- All Weather Ip65
- Industrial Grade
- 3 x 4 High Power LED’s
- Extended Reach
- 30 degree Beam
- RGB/DMX Controlled
- 24VDC
- 564 lumens
- Max 14.6W
- RGB + WW 3100K
- Easily Daisy Chain Units
- Hard-Wire Unit
- Tough Aluminum Construction
- Matte Black
- 3 Year Warranty

Specifications:
- Weight: 4.5 lbs.
- Size: 5.13”Dia x 5.5”D
- CE